
Whilst writing blog posts, I am constantly evaluating Specialised Tax Barristers and
subjects appertaining to this.

Some barristers are able to accept instructions from advisers on behalf of their clients,
businesses and individuals directly under the Public Access Scheme. This means that a
client does not need to go through a solicitor or accountant in order to instruct them,
although this may be recommended in some instances. Some barristers who are experts in
SDLT will be able to advise you on guidance with commercial leases. Advice and reporting
on a wide range of individual and employment issues are an area of HMRC tax
investigations that tax barristers can assist with. Barristers are a specialist “referral”
profession, meaning that they are usually engaged through a solicitor or accountant (like a
consultant or surgeon is engaged through a GP). It is usually the case that members of the
public must instruct a barrister through a solicitor or accountant but some specially qualified
barristers can take instructions direct from members of the public. This is known as “Public
Access” . Some tax barristers have expertise in the structuring of corporate finance,
securitisation, asset finance and leasing (including finance leasing), debt and equity
instruments of all kinds, repos, derivatives and FX transactions. It is clear tax really does
deserve its role at the heart of economic debate. All that remains to be said is it's a shame
that so much nonsense is talked about it.

The prominent tax barristers avoid costly and lengthy tax disputes by reviewing tax planning,
documentation and transactions and mitigating any potential areas of contention. Tax



avoidance explicitly hide the tax avoider from view, which is a key part of their attraction. It is,
however, important to note that, despite current public perception to the contrary, the total
loss of tax resulting from tax avoidance is substantially less than the losses that arise from
tax evasion. A knowledgeable barrister is able to employ knowledge of criminal fraud when
dealing with tax matters, providing clients with broader coverage of the risk landscape.
Following mergers, corporate restructuring or acquisitions, expert pensions barristers advise
on due diligence, negotiation of pensions warranties, indemnities and section 75 debt
management. Specialist assistance for Pensions Advice should be sought whenever
required.

Providing Advice In Relation To Transactions
An HMRC enquiry or investigation can have a serious effect on the operation of a business
or on the life of an individual. It can take up time and resources and also have onerous
financial and reputational implications UK tax barristers are able to undertake tax arbitrations
either as counsel or arbitrator. Many barristers work from anywhere, attending tribunal and
court hearings by video or in person. We specialise in a number of tax-related areas of
expertise, including stamp duty, financial crime, tax investigations and tax avoidance
schemes. Some tax barristers act on behalf of clients in resolving disputes with HM Revenue
& Customs. Some accomplished barristers are experts in corporate tax, tax schemes and
residence issues, and have significant experience in VAT and private client taxation to boot.
All professionals involved with Tax Barrister have a duty to be confidential.

Seasoned tax virtuosos can advise on any tax matter. The foremost tax barristers work
seamlessly to help clients navigate the tax implications of an ever-evolving business and
legal environment around the world. In this age of austerity-riddled councils seeking to obtain
Council Tax arrears from tenants and landlords (which can often amount to several thousand
or tens of thousands of pounds) it is critical that you get the right advice in this field. Councils
and Billing Authorities will and do enforce Council Tax debt through the courts including via
bankruptcy orders and charging orders. Several of the most established tax barristers advise
upon the tax-efficient structuring of transactions as well as more general tax planning for
taxpayers ranging from large multinational companies and groups to private individuals and
estates. Children and young adults are in a lower tax bracket than the parent. With this
strategy, you need to consider what the child does to earn the wages. In this highly
technological age, the business owner might consider using the child for the social media
market, spreadsheet preparation, typing, and backing up computer systems. A Inheritance
Tax Advice service will represent clients to determine the best fit for their needs.

The Split Between Litigation And Advisory

https://mataxbarrister.com/pension-advice
https://mataxbarrister.com/tax-barrister/
https://mataxbarrister.com/inheritance-tax-advice/
https://mataxbarrister.com/inheritance-tax-advice/


It might not seem sexy, but tax policy – who, when and why the state taxes – is at the heart
of determining the character of a society. Many barristers are supported by dedicated
clerking teams with the experience, depth of knowledge and personal service essential in
today’s demanding commercial environment. Many a barrister advises both corporate and
individual clients in relation to tax dispute prevention, management and resolution. Many of
the questions relating to tax that we struggle with now have been around ever since tax was
first charged in ancient times. Tax barristers undertake a high proportion of work in relation to
tax planning for individuals, trusts and estates, covering all inheritance tax, capital gains tax,
income tax and SDLT issues. Any Domicile Advice service will not reveal what he or she has
been told to anyone else.

Some international tax barristers work closely with select US lawyers and advisors to provide
a unique “joined up” transatlantic tax advisory and defence service. Subjects such as Loss
relief rules can all be advised upon by an experienced tax barrister. The clerk at the
barrister’s chambers is generally the first point of contact when seeking assistance from tax
counsel. Those seeking to instruct tax counsel for the first time may be unsure whether there
are any procedures for contacting clerks. Unearth extra details relating to Specialised Tax
Barristers in this web page.
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